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Abstract
The AlpCheck2 Project, has developed a strategic view of transport based on the conviction that managing and planning networks
cannot leave out of consideration connecting the material flows – people and things – with the immaterial flows of modern
information societies. On this ground, indeed, opportunities of underlining territorial peculiarities within a strategic system view lay
down: making the Alpine Space more competitive to provide different territorial realms with new opportunities, while protecting its
incommensurable natural heritage so as to pursue a concept of sustainable development.
Thus, the creation of an information platform focusing on establishing a Decision Support System for road transport within the whole
Alpine area, which in perspective could also involve other transport modes, intends putting itself forward as a reference point for
institutions and communities on such an issue.
Furthermore, this innovation-oriented Project has developed, tested and evaluated sector- or area-specific methods, solutions and
applications for supporting improvements to road transport efficiency, competitiveness and sustainability.
Such achievements have been pursued and achieved by relying on a strong transnational character both to exploit synergies with
other relevant projects and to seek the necessary institutional consensus, which was considered and is essential in transforming
good ideas into long-standing applications that generate concrete and valuable impacts.

Relevance
Developing efficient, environmentally-sustainable transport systems in contemporary society is the keystone for creating new
opportunities for economic and social growth by enhancing and protecting the 'factors endowment each region is provided with. This
is particularly true for the Alpine Space area, where realities coexist with very different economic, social and environmental
characteristics: urban built-up areas with high levels of accessibility and development, next to small towns with a valuable
environmental heritage, but lacking in development opportunities due to their outlying conditions and poor connections with primary
networks.
The sharp increase in road traffic volumes (with annual growth rates higher than 5%), which has been observed for the last decades
(especially until the downturn economic cycle faced world widely), calls for territorial-integrated strategies aimed at improving its
efficiency and favouring its modal transfer while exploiting the potentialities of Information Communication Technologies and its
applications for creating Intelligent Transport Systems, which help the simultaneous management of material and immaterial flows.
In fact, a key component of the European ITS Action Plan is the optimal use of travel and traffic data to foster the development of
European-wide real-time traffic information services available to travellers especially in a cross-border and long distance context.

Key Achievements
AlpCheck2 has been able to meet almost all of its ambitious goals realizing:
• 3 information systems: AlpCheck2 Transport Decision Support System (in its 2 components dedicated to transportation planning
and traffic management along the Munich-Venice corridor) and the ANNAtool platform for an on-line freight stock market;
• 2 software/web applications: 1 web tool for collecting data on 2020 road infrastructures and 1 for differential correction of GPS
data;
• 10 models: 2 geo-referenced road network concepts (the Anchor and Core Networks), 3 transport models (generation/distribution
and the sub-component dedicated to dangerous goods transport as well as traffic assignment), 5 environmental models (air
pollution, noise pollution, dispersion, environmental sensitivity index and social costs);
• 17 scenarios;
• 1 methodology: for evaluating modal shift policies (with two applications);
• 4 external information systems integrated within AlpCheck2: regional systems (Bavaria, Valle D’Aosta, and Veneto) and the French
national system;
• 1 GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) census in the alpine territory;
• 11 external institutions involved in the AlpCheck2 Transnational Platform Panel (ministries, regional administrations, institutions,
road managing agencies and private companies) from 6 Alpine countries;
• 3 signatures on a strategic document for setting up a co-operative framework with external institutions;
• 11 projects which a cooperation has been achieved with..

Lessons Learnt
AlpCheck2 draws the path towards an integrated governance of the road networks located in the Alpine area tackling simultaneously
transportation and environmental aspects. Furthermore, the project proposes itself as a platform supporting experimentation of
tailored technological solutions for specific traffic-related problems. For achieving such goals two elements have demonstrated to be
crucial: the capacity of meeting users’ needs as well as the capacity of offering concrete and valuable answers. These are two
aspects that are able to turn on the interests of stakeholders, without which it would become impossible to obtain long lasting effects.
In fact, two core concepts have characterised the AlpCheck2 approach: direct involvement of stakeholders and the quality of results.
On the one hand, direct stakeholders such as policymakers as well as entrepreneurs, have been involved in attaining the consensus
that makes AlpCheck2 impacts real and effective. The integration and co-operation with other relevant European projects has been
another main path along which AlpCheck2 has aimed to provide European Funding with extra value. On the other hand, internal and
external audit procedures have been implemented in order to ensure high quality results are delivered: where possible, the
comments by Trans-national Platform Panel Members have been taken on board and have represented a significant contribution to
the sustainable design and use of AlpCheck2 Project results.

Replication / Roll out
The AlpCheck2 Transport Decision Support System makes use of advanced transport and environmental simulation models for
supporting public decision-makers by providing free on-line access to a vast set of transport/environmental data. Actual and
simulated data (which also concern a set of future scenarios) are interactively accessible and provide accurate information on light
and heavy vehicles as well as vehicles carrying dangerous goods for each road link of the modelled Alpine network, which includes
over than 40,000 kms of roads. Furthermore, the geo-referencing concepts used for modelling the Alpine road network have shown
to be coherent with the approach followed in the EasyWay Programme and discussion is going on to exploit funding opportunities of
this European Programme for extending such concept all across Europe.
Moreover, Pilot project implementation in spite having been focussed on local scale problems, Had the aim of replicating their
application on a transnational scale.Thus the on-line freight stock market (ANNAtool) aims at establishing itself at European level
after the end of the project. The real-time monitoring platform paves the way to an info-mobility system in the whole Alpine area,
while the technology for position and load status monitoring of heavy vehicles and methodology for assessing modal shift policies
have thepotential to get the interest of transportation and logistcs companies and nodes throughout Europe.

